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Factoriality properties of moduli spaces of sheaves

on abelian and K3 surfaces

Arvid Perego, Antonio Rapagnetta

February 3, 2016

Abstract

In this paper we complete the determination of the index of factoriality
of moduli spaces of semistable sheaves on an abelian or projective K3
surface S. If v “ 2w is a Mukai vector, w is primitive, w2 “ 2 and H is a
generic polarization, let MvpS,Hq be the moduli space of H´semistable
sheaves on S with Mukai vector v. First, we describe in terms of v the
pure weight-two Hodge structure and the Beauville form on the second
integral cohomology of the symplectic resolutions of MvpS,Hq (when S is
K3) and of the fiber KvpS,Hq of the Albanese map of MvpS,Hq (when
S is abelian). Then, if S is K3 we show that MvpS,Hq is either locally
factorial or 2´factorial, and we give an example of both cases. If S is
abelian, we show that MvpS,Hq and KvpS,Hq are 2´factorial.

1 Introduction and notations

The study of the local factoriality of moduli spaces of sheaves on smooth, pro-
jective varieties is a problem which appears naturally when one wants to study
their Picard group. The question of local factoriality has been adressed and
solved in some cases.

In [7] Drézet and Narasimhan show that the moduli space UCpr, dq of semi-
stable vector bundles of rank r and degree d on a smooth, projective curve C
of genus g ě 2, is locally factorial. The same result is proved even for the
moduli space UCpr, Lq of semistable vector bundles or rank r and determinant
L P PicpCq.

If G is a semisimple group, the moduli space MG of semistable principal
G´bundles on a smooth, projective curve is locally factorial if and only if G
is special in the sense of Serre: this is due to Beauville, Laszlo and Sorger for
G classical or G “ G2 (see [13], [2], [12]), and to Sorger (see [25]) and Boysal,
Kumar (see [4]) for exceptional G.

In [5] Drézet shows that the moduli space Mpr, c1, c2q of semistable sheaves
on P2 of rank r ě 2 and Chern classes c1 and c2 is locally factorial. In [6],
Drézet studies the moduli space MHpr, c1, c2q of H´semistable sheaves on a
rational, ruled surface S: he conjectures that it is locally factorial whenever
the polarization H is generic, otherwise he presents an explicit example of non
locally factorial moduli space. In [26] and [27], Yoshioka shows that the moduli
space MHpr, c1, c2q of semistable sheaves on a ruled, non-rational surface is
locally factorial whenever H is generic.
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More recently, Kaledin, Lehn and Sorger in [11] showed the local factoriality
of a large class of moduli spaces of sheaves over projective K3 or abelian surfaces:
in their work, the local factoriality plays a major role in order to avoid the
existence of symplectic resolutions of the moduli space.

The aim of this paper is to study the local factoriality of the remaing cases of
moduli spaces of H´semistable sheaves on an abelian or projective K3 surface
with generic polarization. In the following, S will denote an abelian or projective
K3 surface. An element v P rHpS,Zq :“ H2˚pS,Zq will be written as v “
pv0, v1, v2q, where vi P H2ipS,Zq, and v0, v2 P Z. It will be called Mukai vector

if v0 ě 0 and v1 P NSpSq, and if v0 “ 0 then either v1 is the first Chern class

of an effective divisor, or v1 “ 0 and v2 ą 0. Recall that rHpS,Zq has a pure
weight-two Hodge structure defined as

rH2,0pSq :“ H2,0pSq, rH0,2pSq :“ H0,2pSq,

rH1,1pSq :“ H0pS,Cq ‘H1,1pSq ‘H4pS,Cq,

and a compatible lattice structure with respect to the Mukai pairing p., .q. In
the following, we let v2 :“ pv, vq for every Mukai vector v, and we define the
sublattice

vK :“ tα P rHpS,Zq | pα, vq “ 0u Ď rHpS,Zq,

which inherits a pure weight-two Hodge structure from the one on rHpS,Zq.
If F is a coherent sheaf on S, its Mukai vector is vpF q :“ chpF q

a
tdpSq.

Let H be a polarization and v a Mukai vector on S. We write MvpS,Hq (resp.
M s

v pS,Hq) for the moduli space of H´semistable (resp. H´stable) sheaves on
S with Mukai vector v. If no confusion on S and H is possible, we drop them
from the notation.

From now on, we suppose thatH is a v´generic polarization (for a definition,
see [22]). We write v “ mw, where m P N and w is a primitive Mukai vector
on S. It is known that if M s

v ‰ H, then M s
v is smooth, quasi-projective, of

dimension v2 ` 2 and carries a symplectic form (see Mukai [15]).
If S is an abelian surface, a further construction is necessary. Choose F0 P

MvpS,Hq, and define av : MvpS,Hq ÝÑ S ˆ pS in the following way (see [29]):

let p pS : S ˆ pS ÝÑ pS be the projection and P the Poincaré bundle on S ˆ pS.
For every F P MvpS,Hq we let

avpF q :“ pdetpp pS!
ppF ´ F0q b pP ´ O

Sˆ pSqq, detpF q b detpF0q´1q.

Moreover, we define KvpS,Hq :“ a´1
v p0S ,OSq, where 0S is the zero of S.

The local factoriality of MvpS,Hq and KvpS,Hq is almost completely un-
derstood. First, write v “ mw, and suppose that w2 ě 0, as if w2 ă 0 then
MvpS,Hq is either empty or a single point. Under this condition, thenMvpS,Hq
and KvpS,Hq are known to be locally factorial in one of the two following cases
(see the Appendix for the details on Kv):

1. m “ 1 and w2 ě 0 (in this case Mv “ M s
v , hence it is smooth);

2. m “ 2 and w2 ě 4, or m ě 3 and w2 ě 2 (see [11]).

The aim of the present paper is to determine the factoriality index of the
remaining cases, namely when m ě 2 and w2 “ 0, and when m “ 2 and w2 “ 2.
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If m ě 2 and w2 “ 0, then Mw is either a projective K3 surface or an abelian

surface, and Mv is isomorphic to the m´th symmetric product M
pmq
w . Hence,

it is 2´factorial: as we did not find any reference for this, we included the proof
in section 2.

Sections 3 and 4 are devoted to the factorialiy index of the last case: m “ 2
and w2 “ 2, i. e. pS, v,Hq is an OLS-triple following the terminology of
[22]. A particular case is given by the moduli spaces M10 and K6 described
by O’Grady in [19] and [20], which are known to be 2´factorial by [21]. We
recall that if pS, v,Hq is on OLS-triple, thenMv (resp. Kv) admits a symplectic

resolution ĂMv (resp. rKv) (see [14]). In [22] we proved that ĂMv and rKv are
irreducible symplectic manifolds, and we showed that H2pMv,Zq and H2pKv,Zq
have a pure weight-two Hodge structure, a lattice structure, and they are Hodge
isometric to vK.

As a first step to compute the index of factoriality of Mv and Kv, we use
the results of [22] to calculate the pure weight-two Hodge structure and the

lattice structure on H2pĂMv,Zq (if S is K3) and on H2p rKv,Zq in terms of the

Mukai vector v. We show that if S is K3, then H2pĂMv,Zq is Hodge isometric
to a Z´submodule Γv of pvK b Qq ‘ Q, on which we define a pure weight-two
Hodge structure and a lattice structure coming from those on vK. This is the
content of Theorem 3.4, where a similar description of H2p rKv,Zq is presented.
These results are analogues to the description of the Hodge structure and of the
lattice structure on H2pMv,Zq and H2pKv,Zq given by O’Grady and Yoshioka
for primitive v.

Once the description of the Hodge structure on H2pĂMv,Zq and H2p rKv,Zq is
done, we proceed with the determination of the index of factoriality ofMvpS,Hq
and KvpS,Hq. More precisely, if S is a K3 surface we show the following:

Theorem 1.1. Let pS, v,Hq be an OLS-triple such that S is a projective K3

surface, and write v “ 2w. Then MvpS,Hq is either 2´factorial or locally

factorial. Moreover

1. MvpS,Hq is 2´factorial if and only if there is γ P rHpS,Zq X rH1,1pSq such

that pγ, wq “ 1.

2. MvpS,Hq is locally factorial if and only if for every γ P rHpS,ZqX rH1,1pSq
we have pγ, wq P 2Z.

To prove this result, we use the description of the Hodge structure on
H2pMv,Zq given in [22], and of the Hodge structure of H2pĂMv,Zq we obtain in

Theorem 3.4: we are then able to calculate the Picard groups of ĂMv and Mv,
and from the relation between them we determine the factoriality index. This
Theorem allows us to easily present explicit examples of OLS-triples pS, v,Hq
such that MvpS,Hq is locally factorial (see Example 4.4).

In the case of OLS-triples pS, v,Hq where S is abelian, we study the local
factoriality of bothMvpS,Hq andKvpS,Hq. The result we show is the following:

Theorem 1.2. Let pS, v,Hq be an OLS-triple such that S is an abelian surface.

Then MvpS,Hq and KvpS,Hq are 2´factorial.

We notice that this result does not depend on v: the 2´factoriality ofKv is a
consequence of the existence of a square root of the exceptional divisor rΣv of the
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symplectic resolution rKv ÝÑ Kv. The 2´factoriality of Mv is more involved
and requires a different argument (see section 4.2.2), as here the exceptional

divisor of the symplectic resolution ĂMv ÝÑ Mv does not admit any square root.

2 Recall on factoriality and on the O’Grady ex-

amples

In this section we recall some basic elements about the notions of local factorial-
ity and of 2´factoriality, and we resume some basic results about the O’Grady
examples introduced in [19] and [20] that will be used in the following. Moreover,
we recall the definition of OLS-triple and the main results of [22].

2.1 Factoriality

Let X be a normal, projective variety.

Definition 2.1. We say that X is locally factorial if for every x P X the ring
OX,x is a unique factorization domain.

We denote by A1pXq the group of linear equivalence classes of Weil divisors
on X . If D is a Weil divisor on X , we still write D for its linear equivalence
class. We have a natural inclusion dX : PicpXq ÝÑ A1pXq associating to any
line bundle (or Cartier divisor) the corresponding Weil divisor.

Definition 2.2. We say that X is factorial if the morpism dX is an isomor-
phism, and n´factorial if cokerpdXq is n´torsion.

It is well-known that X is locally factorial if and only if it is factorial.

Remark 2.1. We recall a basic fact which will be used several times in the
following. Let U Ď X be an open subset, and let Z :“ XzU . If codimXpZq ě 2,
then we have A1pXq “ A1pUq. If U is smooth, then we have an identification
A1pXq “ PicpUq. A particular case is when U is the smooth locus of X , as X is

normal. In this case, we have PicpXq Ď PicpUq: it follows that if π : rX ÝÑ X

is a resolution of the singularities, then π˚ : PicpXq ÝÑ Picp rXq is injective.

As we recalled in the introduction, if S is an abelian or K3 surface, v “ mw is
a Mukai vector on S such that w is primitive and w2 ě 0, and H is a v´generic
polarization, the moduli spacesMvpS,Hq and KvpS,Hq are known to be locally
factorial if m “ 1, if m “ 2 and w2 ě 4, and if m ě 3 and w2 ě 2. The aim of
this paper is to study the index of factoriality of the remaining cases, namely
m ě 2 and w2 “ 0, or m “ 2 and w2 “ 2.

If m ě 2 and w2 “ 0, the moduli space MvpS,Hq is isomorphic to M
pmq
w ,

the m´th symmetric product ofMw, which is either a K3 surface (if S is K3) or
an abelian surface (if S is abelian). It follows that Mv is 2´factorial: as we did
not find any reference for this, we included the proof in the following example.

Example 2.2. Let S be a smooth projective complex surface, and n P N,
n ě 2. The n´th symmetric product Spnq is singular, and its singular locus ∆
has codimension 2 in Spnq. Let HilbnpSq be the Hilbert scheme of n´points
on S, and let ρn : HilbnpSq ÝÑ Spnq be the Hilbert-Chow morphism. By [8],
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we have that ρn is a resolution of the singularities, and we write E for the
exceptional divisor, which is irreducible.

To show that Spnq is 2´factorial, we consider the following commutative
diagram:

PicpSpnqq
ρ˚
nÝÑ PicpHilbnpSqq

jÓ Óg

PicpSnqσn
f

ÝÑ PicpSnqσn ‘ Z

where PicpSnqσn is the group of the line bundles on Sn which are invariant
under the action of the symmetric group σn, the morphism f is the identity on
PicpSnqσn , and j and g are two natural morphisms (for a definition, see [8]).
The morphism ρ˚

n is injective (see Remark 2.1), the morphism j is surjective
by Lemma 6.1 of [8], and by Theorem 6.2 of [8] g is an isomorphism such that
gpOpEqq “ p0, 2q. From this, it follows that

PicpHilbnpSqq “ ρ˚
npPicpSpnqqq ‘ Z ¨ A, (1)

where A P PicpHilbnpSqq is a line bundle such that Ab2 “ OpEq. Now, let
i : HilbnpSqzE ÝÑ HilbnpSq be the inclusion, and consider the following exact
sequence (see Proposition 6.5 in Chapter II of [10])

0 ÝÑ Z
ι

ÝÑ PicpHilbnpSqq
i˚

ÝÑ PicpHilbnpSqzEq ÝÑ 0,

where ιp1q :“ OpEq, so that

PicpHilbnpSqzEq “ PicpHilbnpSqq{Z ¨ OpEq “ ρ˚
npPicpSpnqqq ‘ Z{2Z ¨ A.

By Remark 2.1 we have A1pSpnqq “ PicpHilbnpSqzEq, so that equation (1) gives

A1pSpnqq{PicpSpnqq “ pρ˚
npPicpSpnqqq ‘ Z{2Z ¨ Aq{ρ˚

npPicpSpnqqq » Z{2Z,

and the 2´factoriality of Spnq is shown.

2.2 Recall on the O’Grady examples

We now recall some basic elements of the two O’Grady examples. We start with
the 10´dimensional one: let X be a projective K3 surface such that PicpXq “
Z ¨H , where H is ample and H2 “ 2, and let v :“ p2, 0,´2q be a Mukai vector
on X . We let M10 :“ MvpX,Hq, which is 10´dimensional, its smooth locus is
M s

10 :“ M s
v pX,Hq, and its singular locus is denoted Σ. In [19] O’Grady shows

that M10 admits a symplectic resolution π : ĂM10 ÝÑ M10 and that ĂM10 is an
irreducible symplectic manifold. Here are the main results we will use in the
following about ĂM10 (see [23] and [21]):

Theorem 2.3. Let B Ď M10 be the Weil divisor which parameterizes non-

locally free sheaves, rΣ the exceptional divisor of π and rB the proper transform

of B under π.

1. We have

H2pĂM10,Zq “ rµpH2pX,Zqq ‘ Z ¨ c1prΣq ‘ Z ¨ c1p rBq,

where rµ : H2pX,Zq ÝÑ H2pĂM10,Zq is the Donaldson morphism.
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2. Let B10 be the Beauville form of ĂM10. For every α P H2pX,Zq we have

B10prµpαq, rΣq “ 0, B10prµpαq, rBq “ 0,

B10prΣ, rΣq “ ´6, B10prΣ, rBq “ 3, B10p rB, rBq “ ´2.

3. We have vK “ tpn, α, nq |n P Z, α P H2pX,Zqu, and the morphism

rλ : vK ÝÑ H2pĂM10,Zq, rλpn, α, nq “ rµpαq ` 2nc1p rBq ` nc1prΣq

is a Hodge isometry onto its image.

4. The moduli space M10 is 2´factorial.

For the 6´dimensional O’Grady example, let X be an abelian surface such
that NSpXq “ Z ¨ H , where H is ample and H2 “ 2, and let v :“ p2, 0,´2q
be a Mukai vector on X . We let K6 :“ KvpX,Hq, which is 6´dimensional, its
smooth locus is Ks

6 :“ Ks
vpX,Hq, and its singular locus is denoted Σ. In [20]

O’Grady shows that K6 admits a symplectic resolution π : rK6 ÝÑ K6 and that
rK6 is irreducible symplectic. We have the following (see [24] and [21]):

Theorem 2.4. Let B Ď K6 be the Weil divisor which parameterizes non-locally

free sheaves, rΣ the exceptional divisor of π and rB the proper transform of B

under π.

1. We have

H2p rK6,Zq “ rµpH2pX,Zqq ‘ Z ¨ c1pAq ‘ Z ¨ c1p rBq,

where rµ : H2pX,Zq ÝÑ H2p rK6,Zq is the Donaldson morphism, and A P

Picp rK6q is such that Ab2 “ OprΣq.

2. Let B6 be the Beauville form of rK6. Then for every α P H2pX,Zq we have

B6prµpαq, Aq “ 0, B6prµpαq, rBq “ 0,

B6pA,Aq “ ´2, B6pA, rBq “ 2, B6p rB, rBq “ ´4.

3. We have vK “ tpn, α, nq |n P Z, α P H2pX,Zqu, and the morphism

rλ : vK ÝÑ H2p rK6,Zq, rλpn, α, nq “ rµpαq ` nc1p rBq ` nc1pAq

is a Hodge isometry onto its image.

4. The moduli space K6 is 2´factorial.

The two O’Grady examples are generalized with the following definition,
which is contained in [22]:

Definition 2.3. Let S be an abelian or projective K3 surface, v a Mukai vector,
H an ample line bundle on S. We say that pS, v,Hq is an OLS-triple if the
following conditions are verified:

1. the polarization H is primitive and v´generic;
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2. there is a primitive Mukai vector w P rHpS,Zq such that v “ 2w and
w2 “ 2;

3. if w “ p0, ξ, aq, then a ‰ 0.

If pS, v,Hq is an OLS-triple, then MvpS,Hq is a normal, projective va-
riety of dimension 10, whose smooth locus is M s

v pS,Hq, and whose singu-
lar locus is denoted Σv, which has codimension 2 in Mv. By [14], we know

that Mv admits a symplectic resolution πv : ĂMvpS,Hq ÝÑ MvpS,Hq ob-
tained by blowing up Mv along Σv with reduced structure. If S is abelian,
let rKvpS,Hq :“ π´1

v pKvpS,Hqq, which is a symplectic resolution of KvpS,Hq.

By abuse of notation, we still write πv : rKv ÝÑ Kv. We have the following
result, which is Theorems 1.3 and 1.5 of [22].

Theorem 2.5. Let pS, v,Hq be an OLS-triple.

1. If S is K3, then ĂMv is irreducible symplectic and deformation equivalent to
ĂM10. The morphism π˚

v : H2pMv,Zq ÝÑ H2pĂMv,Zq is injective, and the

restrictions to H2pMv,Zq of the pure weight-two Hodge structure and of

the Beauville form on H2pĂMv,Zq give a pure weight-two Hodge structure

and a compatible lattice structure on H2pMv,Zq. Moreover, there is a

Hodge isometry λv : vK ÝÑ H2pMv,Zq.

2. If S is abelian, then rKv is irreducible symplectic and deformation equiva-

lent to rK6. The morphism π˚
v : H2pKv,Zq ÝÑ H2p rKv,Zq is injective, and

the restrictions to H2pKv,Zq of the pure weight-two Hodge structure and

of the Beauville form on H2p rKv,Zq give a pure weight-two Hodge struc-

ture and a compatible lattice structure on H2pKv,Zq. Moreover, there is

a Hodge isometry νv : vK ÝÑ H2pKv,Zq.

The morphisms λv and νv are constructed in section 3.2 of [22].

Remark 2.6. If pS, v,Hq is an OLS-triple and S is K3, it follows from point 1
of Theorem 2.5 that the morphism

rλv :“ π˚
v ˝ λv : vK ÝÑ H2pĂMv,Zq

is an injective Hodge morphism which is an isometry onto its image. If S is
abelian, we still have a morphism λv : vK ÝÑ H2pMv,Zq, which is such that

νv “ j˚
v ˝ λv, where jv : Kv ÝÑ Mv is the inclusion. We define rλv :“ π˚

v ˝ λv
and

rνv :“ π˚
v ˝ νv : vK ÝÑ H2p rKv,Zq.

As a consequence of point 2 of Theorem 2.5, we have that rνv is an injective
Hodge morphism which is an isometry ontro its image. We even remark that
rνv “ rj˚

v ˝ rλv, where rjv : rKv ÝÑ ĂMv is the inclusion.

As a consequence of Theorem 2.5 we calculate the Picard groups of ĂMv (if

S is K3) and of rKv (if S is abelian):

Corollary 2.7. Let pS, v,Hq be an OLS-triple.

1. If S is K3, there is an isomorphism Lv : vK X rH1,1pSq ÝÑ PicpMvq such

that for every α P vK X rH1,1pSq we have λvpαq “ c1pLvpαqq.
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2. If S is abelian, there is an isomorphism Nv : vK X rH1,1pSq ÝÑ PicpKvq,

such that for every α P vK X rH1,1pSq we have νvpαq “ c1pNvpαqq.

Proof. If S is K3, the morphism Lv is constructed in section 3.2 of [22] by

using Le Potier’s determinant construction, and for every α P vK X rH1,1pSq we
have λvpαq “ c1pLvpαqq by definition. By point 1 of Theorem 2.5 we know
that λv is an isomorphism: this implies immediately that Lv is injective. For
the surjectivity, if L P PicpMvq, then π˚

v pc1pLqq P imprλvq X H1,1pĂMvq, hence

there is α P vK X rH1,1pSq such that π˚
v pc1pLqq “ rλvpαq. As ĂMv is irreducible

symplectic, it follows that π˚
v pLq and π˚

v pLvpαqq are two isomorphic line bundles.

Now, π˚
v injects PicpMvq in PicpĂMvq (see Remark 2.1), hence L and Lvpαq are

isomorphic, and the surjectivity of Lv is shown.
If S is abelian, Le Potier’s determinant construction gives us a morphism

Lv : eK
v ÝÑ PicpKvq, where ev P KholpSq is the class of a sheaf parameterized

by Mv in the homological K´theory of S, and the orthogonal is with respect
to the natural pairing on KholpSq given by the Euler characteristic. For every

α P vK X rH1,1pSq, we then define Nvpαq :“ j˚
v pLvpF qq, where F P KholpSq is an

element whose Chern character is α, and jv : Kv ÝÑ Mv is the inclusion. The
proof then goes as in the previous case, where one uses Kv instead of Mv, Nv

instead of Lv, j
˚
v ˝λv instead of λv, and point 2 of Theorem 2.5 instead of point

1.

3 The weight-two Hodge structure of the sym-

plectic resolutions

In this section we calculate the weight-two Hodge structures on H2pĂMv,Zq

(when S is K3) and on H2p rKv,Zq (when S is abelian), together with their
Beauville form. This result is interesting even on its own, and it will be used in
the remaining part of the paper to prove Theorems 1.1 and 1.2.

The first step to describe the weight-two Hodge structures onH2pĂMv,Zq and

on H2p rKv,Zq is to describe the lattice structures (with respect to the Beauville
form) in terms of the Mukai vector v. In the following, we will make use of
the notation ‘K for the orthogonal sum of lattices, using it even for orthogonal
direct sums of lattices whose bilinear symmetric form takes values in Q. The
description of H2p rKv,Zq is easy (we will se that in this case H2p rKv,Zq is Hodge
isometric to vK ‘K Zp´2q, where Zp´2q is the rank 1 lattice generated by an
element of square ´2), but more involved in the case of K3 surface.

For this purpose, we need to introduce some notations: let S be a projective
K3 surface, and w P rHpS,Zq a Mukai vector such that w2 “ 2. Let v :“ 2w
and ∆pvKq the discriminant of the lattice vK (which is equal to wK): we have
|∆pvKq| “ w2 “ 2. Let pvKq˚ be the dual lattice of vK, i. e.

pvKq˚ “ HomZpvK,Zq “ tα P vK bZ Q | pα, βq P Z, for every β P vKu.

The bilinear symmetric form on pvKq˚ is the Q´bilinear extension of the Mukai
pairing on vK, and we denote it by p., .qQ: in general, it does not take values in
Z, but surely in Q.

The morphism

vK ÝÑ pvKq˚, α ÞÑ pα, .q : vK ÝÑ Z
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is injective, and vK is a sublattice of pvKq˚ of index |∆pvKq| “ 2. Let us now
consider the Z´module pvKq˚ ‘K Z ¨ pσ{2q, over which we define a bilinear
symmetric form bv by letting bv|pvKq˚ :“ p., .qQ and bvpσ, σq :“ ´6. This is a
non-degenerate symmetric bilinear form taking values in Q.

Now, let Γv be the subset of pvKq˚ ‘K Z ¨ pσ{2q defined as

Γv :“ tpα, kσ{2q P pvKq˚ ‘K Z ¨ pσ{2q | k P 2Z if and only if α P vKu.

It is easy to see that Γv is a submodule of pvKq˚ ‘K Z ¨ pσ{2q.

Remark 3.1. The submodule Γv has a more explicit description as a submodule
of pvK b Qq ‘K Q ¨ σ. More precisely, we have

Γv “ tpβ{2, kσ{2q |β P vK, k P Z, pβ, vKq Ď 2Z, and k P 2Z iff β{2 P vKu.

Indeed, if β P vK is such that pβ, vKq Ď 2Z, then pβ{2, vKq Ď Z, so that β{2 P
pvKq˚. Conversely, if α P pvKq˚, then β :“ 2α P vK as the index of vK in pvKq˚

is 2. Hence pβ, vKq Ď 2Z. This proves that

pvKq˚ “ tβ{2 P vK b Q |β P vK, and pβ, vKq Ď 2Zu,

and the equality above follows immediately.

Remark 3.2. If we choose v “ p2, 0,´2q, then it is easy to see that Γv is

isometric to H2pĂM10,Zq. Indeed, we have a Q´linear morphism

fv : pvK b Qq ‘K Q ¨ σ ÝÑ H2pĂM10,Qq, fvpα, hσq :“ rλpαq ` hc1prΣq,

where by abuse of notation we still write rλ for the Q´linear extension of rλ.
Now, by definition of bv we have

bvppα1, h1σq, pα2, h2σqq “ pα1, α2qQ ´ 6h1h2,

and by point 2 of Theorem 2.3 we have

B10pfvpα1, h1σq, fvpα2, h2σqq “ B10prλpα1q ` h1c1prΣq, rλpα2q ` h2c1prΣqq “

“ pα1, α2qQ ´ 6h1h2,

where by abuse of notation we denote bv and B10 the Q´bilinear extensions
of the symmetric bilinear form bv on pvKq˚ ‘K Z ¨ pσ{2q and of the Beauville

form B10 on H2pĂM10,Zq. It follows that the morphism fv sends the Q´bilinear
extension of bv to the Q´bilinear extension of B10.

The morphism fv is an isomorphism of Q´vector spaces by Theorem 2.3:
it follows that H2pĂM10,Zq is isometric to f´1

v pH2pĂM10,Zqq. Finally, we have

f´1
v pH2pĂM10,Zqq “ Γv. Indeed, let pα, kσ{2q P Γv: as v “ p2, 0,´2q and
α P pvKq˚, we have α “ pn{2, α1, n{2q for some n P Z and α1 P H2pS,Zq, hence
n P 2Z if and only if k P 2Z, i. e. n` k is always even. By point 3 of Theorem
2.3 we have

fvpα, kσ{2q “ rµpα1q ` nc1p rBq `
n ` k

2
c1prΣq P H2pĂM10,Zq,

so that Γv Ď f´1
v pH2pĂM10,Zq. For the opposite inclusion, by point 1 of Theorem

2.3 an element γ P H2pĂM10,Zq is of the form rµpα1q `nc1p rBq `mc1prΣq for some
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α1 P H2pS,Zq and n,m P Z. Hence we have γ “ fvppn{2, α1, n{2q, pm´ n{2qσq,
and ppn{2, α1, n{2q, pm´ n{2qσq P Γv.

In particular, the symmetric bilinear form on Γv is non-degenerate and takes
values in Z.

Remark 3.3. If S is abelian and v “ p2, 0,´2q, then it is easy to describe the

lattice H2p rK6,Zq in terms of v: we consider the Z´module vK ‘K Z ¨ α, with
the bilinear symmetric form bv defined by letting bv|vK to be the Mukai pairing

on vK and bvpα, αq “ ´2. Then we have a morphism of Z´modules

fv : vK ‘K Z ¨ α ÝÑ H2p rK6,Zq, fvpβ, kαq :“ rνpβq ` kc1pAq.

Using Theorem 2.4 it is easy to show that fv is an isometry.

We now state and prove the main result of this section, in which we describe
the pure weight-two Hodge structure and the lattice structure of H2pĂMv,Zq (if

S is K3) and H2p rKv,Zq for every OLS-triple pS, v,Hq. Before doing this, we
recall that if pS, v,Hq is an OLS-triple, then v “ 2w for some primitive Mukai
vector w such that w2 “ 2. On vK we have a pure weight-two Hodge structure

pvKq0,2 :“ pvK b Cq X rH0,2pSq, pvKq2,0 :“ pvK b Cq X rH2,0pSq,

pvKq1,1 :“ pvK b Cq X rH1,1pSq.

Notice that even the dual lattice pvKq˚ has then a pure weight-two Hodge struc-
ture, as pvKq˚ is a Z´submodule of maximal rank of vK b Q. Finally, we have
a pure weight-two Hodge structure on Γv as follows:

Γ0,2
v :“ pvKq0,2, Γ2,0

v :“ pvKq2,0,

Γ1,1
v :“ pvKq1,1 ‘ C ¨ σ.

Moreover, consider the Z´module vK ‘KZ ¨A with the symmetric bilinear form
bv defined by letting bv|vK to be the Mukai pairing on vK and bvpA,Aq :“ ´2.
This is a lattice which carries a natural pure weight-two Hodge structure as
follows:

pvK ‘K Z ¨ Aq0,2 :“ pvKq0,2, pvK ‘K Z ¨ Aq2,0 :“ pvKq2,0,

pvK ‘K Z ¨ Aq1,1 :“ pvKq1,1 ‘ C ¨ A.

The main result of this section is the following:

Theorem 3.4. Let pS, v,Hq be an OLS-triple.

1. If S is K3, then there is a Hodge isometry

fv : Γv ÝÑ H2pĂMv,Zq.

2. If S is abelian, then there is a Hodge isometry

fv : vK ‘K Z ¨A ÝÑ H2p rKv,Zq.
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Proof. We use the following notations: first of all, we write v “ 2pr, ξ, aq. More-
over, if f : Y ÝÑ T is any morphism of schemes and L P PicpY q, then we write
Yt :“ f´1ptq and Lt :“ L|Yt

P PicpYtq. We divide the proof in two cases:
Case 1: S is a projective K3 surface. In this case we have a natural morphism

fv : Γv ÝÑ H2pĂMv,Qq, fvpα, kσ{2q :“ rλvpαq `
k

2
c1prΣvq,

where here, by abuse of notation, we still denote rλv the Q´linear extension of
rλv (recall that α P pvKq˚ Ď vK b Q). Notice that fv is a Hodge morphism, as σ

and c1prΣvq are both p1, 1q´classes and rλv is a Hodge morphism. We are then
left with verifying the following properties:

1. fv : Γv ÝÑ H2pĂMv,Zq;

2. fv is an isomorphism of Z´modules;

3. fv is an isometry.

First of all, all these properties are verified in the case of ĂM10, as shown in
Remark 3.2. Now, recall that ĂMv is deformation equivalent to ĂM10, and this
equivalence is obtained by using two kinds of transformations (see the proof of

Theorem 1.6 of [22]): one is the deformation of ĂMv induced by a deformation
of the OLS-triple pS, v,Hq along a smooth, connected curve T ; the other is the
isomorphism induced by some Fourier-Mukai transforms. It is then sufficient to
show that the previous properties are stable under these transformations.

For the first kind of transformations, consider T to be a smooth, connected
curve, and pX ,L ,H q a deformation of the OLS-triple pS, v,Hq along T . This
is given by a smooth, projective family ϕ : X ÝÑ T of K3 surfaces such that
X0 » S for some 0 P T , and by two line bundles L ,H P PicpX q such that
H0 » H and L0 » L, where L P PicpSq is such that c1pLq “ ξ. For every t P T
we write ξt :“ c1pLtq, vt :“ 2pr, ξt, aq, and T 1 for the subset of T given by all
the t P T such that pXt, vt,Htq is an OLS-triple.

We write φ : M ÝÑ T (resp. φs : M s ÝÑ T ) for the relative moduli

space of semistable (resp. stable) sheaves, Σ :“ M zM s and ψ : ĂM ÝÑ T

for the blow-up of M along Σ with reduced structure. By [22] we know that
ĂMt “ ĂMvtpXt,Htq for every t P T 1, and R2ψ˚Q is a local system on T , such

that pR2ψ˚Qqt “ H2pĂMvt ,Qq for every t P T 1.
Moreover, we have a local system V on T such that Vt » vK

t for every t P T .
This allows us to define a local system Γ Ď pV bQq ‘K Q ¨ pσ{2q on T such that

Γt “ Γvt for every t P T . By the construction of the morphism rλv given in [22],
we have a morphism

rλ : V ÝÑ R2ψ˚Q,

such that rλt “ rλvt for every t P T 1. This allows us to define a morphism

f : Γ ÝÑ R2ψ˚Q

such that ft “ fvt for every t P T 1. Hence fv takes values in H2pĂMv,Zq (resp. it
is an isomorphism of Z´modules, it is an isometry) if and only if there is t P T 1

such that fvt does.
For the second kind of transformation, let pS, v,Hq and pS, v1, H 1q be two

OLS-triples, and suppose there is a Fourier-Mukai transform FM : DbpSq ÝÑ
DbpSq verifying the two following properties:
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1. for every H´stable sheaf E of Mukai vector v (resp. w :“ v{2) we have
that FMpE q is H 1´stable and has Mukai vector v1 (resp. w1 :“ v1{2);

2. for every H 1´stable sheaf E of Mukai vector v1 (resp. w1) we have that
FM´1pE q is H´stable and has Mukai vector v (resp. w).

Then FM induces an isomorphism g : Mv ÝÑ Mv1 which gives an isomorphism
between Σv and Σv1 . Hence, it induces an isomorphism rg : ĂMv ÝÑ ĂMv1 , and

rg˚ : H2pĂMv1 ,Zq ÝÑ H2pĂMv,Zq

is a Hodge isometry such that rg˚pc1prΣv1 qq “ c1prΣvq. Moreover, FM induces a
Hodge isometry h : pv1qK ÝÑ vK, and the following diagram

pv1qK h
ÝÑ vK

λv1 Ó Óλv

H2pMv1 ,Zq
g˚

ÝÑ H2pMv,Zq
π˚

v1 Ó Óπ˚
v

H2pĂMv1 ,Zq
rg˚

ÝÑ H2pĂMv,Zq

(2)

is commutative: the commutativity of the top diagram is shown in Lemma 3.11
of [22], and the commutativity of the down diagram comes from the definition
of rg. Notice that the Hodge isometry h extends to a Hodge isometry

rh : Γv1 ÝÑ Γv, rhpα, kσ{2q :“ phpαq, kσ{2q,

where, by abuse of notation, we still write h for the Q´linear extension of h.
The commutativity of the diagram (2) then implies that the following diagram

Γv1

rh
ÝÑ Γv

fv1 Ó Ófv

H2pĂMv1 ,Qq
rg˚

ÝÑ H2pĂMv,Qq

is commutative. As rh and rg˚ are two isometries and rg is an isomorphism, then
fv takes values in H2pĂMv,Zq (resp. it is an isomorphism of Z´modules, it is an
isometry) if and only if fv1 does.

Case 2: S is an abelian surface. We have a natural morphism

fv : vK ‘K Z ¨ A ÝÑ H2p rKv,Qq, fvpα, kAq :“ rνvpαq `
k

2
c1prΣvq,

which is easily seen to be a Hodge morphism. We then just need to show that
fv takes values in H2p rKv,Zq, that is an isomorphism of Z´modules, and that

it is an isometry. By Remark 3.3 these properties are verified in the case of rK6.
To show them for every OLS-triple, the proof is formally the same as in the
previous case.

Remark 3.5. A difference between ĂMv for a K3 surface and rKv for an abelian
surface is that in the first case the exceptional divisor is primitive, while in the
second case it is divisible by 2. This follows from Theorem 3.4.

To see it more directly, recall that ĂMv (resp. rKv) is deformation equivalent

to ĂM10 (resp. to rK6), and the deformation equivalence is realized as recalled
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in the proof of Theorem 3.4. Following this deformation, we notice that the
exceptional divisor rΣv of ĂMv (resp. of rKv) deforms to the exceptional divisor
rΣ of ĂM10 (resp. rK6). The divisibility of rΣv is then equivalent to the divisibility

of rΣ: on ĂM10, we have that rΣ is primitive by Theorem 2.3, while on rK6 the
divisor rΣ is divisible by 2 by Theorem 2.4. The square root of OprΣvq plays in
important role for the 2´factoriality of Kv, and we denote it Av.

4 Factoriality of MvpS,Hq and KvpS,Hq

The aim of this section is to prove Theorems 1.1 and 1.2. We use the following
notation: if L is a Z´module with a pure Hodge structure of weight 2, we write
L
1,1
Z :“ LX L1,1.

4.1 The proof of Theorem 1.1

We begin with the factoriality of the moduli space MvpS,Hq associated to an
OLS-triple pS, v,Hq where S is a K3 surface. First of all, we prove the fol-
lowing result in which we present a criterion for the local factoriality and the
2´factoriality of MvpS,Hq.

Proposition 4.1. Let pS, v,Hq be an OLS-triple such that S is a projective K3

surface. Then MvpS,Hq is either 2´factorial or locally factorial. Moreover

1. MvpS,Hq is 2´factorial if and only if there is β P pvKq1,1Z primitive such

that pβ, vKq Ď 2Z.

2. MvpS,Hq is locally factorial if and only if for every primitive β P pvKq1,1Z

we have pβ, vKq “ Z.

Proof. We know that ĂMv is simply connected, so that PicpĂMvq “ H2pĂMv,Zq X

H1,1pĂMvq. By Remark 3.1 we have that pΓvq1,1Z is equal to the set

tpβ{2, kσ{2q |β P pvKq1,1Z , pβ, vKq Ď 2Z, k P Z, and k P 2Z iff β{2 P vKu.

By point 1 of Theorem 3.4 we have PicpĂMvq “ fvppΓvq1,1Z q.
We have an exact sequence

0 ÝÑ Z
ι

ÝÑ PicpĂMvq
r

ÝÑ PicpM s
v q ÝÑ 0,

where ιp1q :“ OprΣvq and r is the restriction morphism. From this exact sequence
it follows that

PicpM s
v q “ PicpĂMvq{Z ¨ OprΣvq “ fvppΓvq1,1Z q{Z ¨ fvpσq.

Since the complement of M s
v in Mv has codimension 2, we have A1pMvq “

PicpM s
v q. Moreover, by Corollary 2.7 we have PicpMvq “ LvppvKq1,1Z q, hence

π˚
v pPicpMvqq “ fvppvKq1,1Z q. Therefore

A1pMvq{PicpMvq “ PicpĂMvq{pfvppvKq1,1Z q ‘K Z ¨ fvpσqq »

» pΓvq1,1Z {ppvKq1,1Z ‘K Z ¨ σq.
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This quotient is either Z{2Z or trivial. It is Z{2Z, i. e. Mv is 2´factorial,
if and only if there is β1 P pvKq1,1Z which is not divisible by 2 in pvKq1,1Z such

that pβ1, vKq Ď 2Z. If N :“ maxtn P N |β1{n P pvKq1,1Z u, then N is odd and

β :“ β1{N is a primitive element of pvKq1,1Z such that pβ, vKq Ď 2Z.

The quotient pΓvq1,1Z {ppvKq1,1Z ‘K Z ¨σq is trivial, i. e. Mv is locally factorial,

if and only if for every β P pvKq1,1Z such that pβ, vKq Ď 2Z there is α P pvKq1,1Z

such that β “ 2α. This means that for every primitive β P pvKq1,1Z we cannot
have pβ, vKq Ď 2Z: as |∆pvKq| “ 2, this implies pβ, vKq “ Z.

Remark 4.2. Notice that as |∆pvKq| “ 2, it follows that if β P pvKq1,1Z is such
that pβ, vKq Ď 2Z, then we even have pβ, vKq “ 2Z.

The statement of Proposition 4.1 has an equivalent reformulation which gives
a criterion for the local factoriality and for the 2-factoriality which is easier to
verify in concrete situations.

Theorem 1.1. Let pS, v,Hq be an OLS-triple such that S is a projective K3

surface, and write v “ 2w. Then MvpS,Hq is either 2´factorial or locally

factorial. Moreover

1. MvpS,Hq is 2´factorial if and only if there is γ P rHpS,Zq X rH1,1pSq such
that pγ, wq “ 1.

2. MvpS,Hq is locally factorial if and only if for every γ P rHpS,ZqX rH1,1pSq
we have pγ, wq P 2Z.

Proof. The fact that Mv is either locally factorial of 2´factorial was already
shown in Proposition 4.1. We are then left to show the two criteria for the
2´factoriality and for the local factoriality. As w2 “ 2, then either there is
γ P rH1,1pSq XH2pS,Zq such that pγ, wq “ 1, or for every γ P rHpSq XH2pS,Zq
we have pγ, wq P 2Z. Hence, we just need to show that Mv is 2´factorial if and

only if there is γ P rHpS,Zq X rH1,1pSq such that pγ, wq “ 1.
As w2 “ 2, we have that |∆pvKq| “ |∆pZ ¨wq| “ 2. It follows that vK ‘KZ ¨w

is a sublattice of rHpS,Zq of index 2. Moreover, the natural inclusion of rHpS,Zq

in pvKq˚‘KpZ¨wq˚ presents rHpS,Zq as a sublattice of index 2 of pvKq˚‘KpZ¨wq˚.
More precisely, if

Hv :“ tpδ1, δ2q P pvKq˚ ‘K pZ ¨ wq˚ | δ1 P vK if and only if δ2 P Z ¨ wu,

then rHpS,Zq “ Hv (indeed, we have ppvKq˚‘KpZ¨wq˚q{pvK ‘KZ¨wq » pZ{2Zq2,
hence there are only three sublattices of pvKq˚ ‘K pZ ¨wq˚ of index 2, which are

pvKq˚ ‘KZ ¨w, vK ‘K pZ ¨wq˚ and Hv; but notice that ppvKq˚ ‘KZ ¨wqX rHpS,Zq

and pvK ‘K pZ ¨ wq˚q X rHpS,Zq are both equal to vK ‘K Z ¨ w, hence we have
rHpS,Zq “ Hv).

Now, let us suppose that Mv is 2´factorial. By Proposition 4.1 it follows
that there is a primitive β P pvKq1,1Z such that pβ, vKq Ď 2Z. This implies that

β{2 P pvKq˚: then γ :“ pβ{2, w{2q P Hv, i. e. γ P rHpS,Zq. As both β and w

are p1, 1q´classes, it follows that γ P rHpS,Zq X rH1,1pSq. Moreover, as β P vK

and w2 “ 2 we have pγ, wq “ w2{2 “ 1.

Conversely, suppose that there is γ P rHpS,ZqX rH1,1pSq such that pγ, wq “ 1.

By the equality rHpS,Zq “ Hv there are δ1 P pvKq˚ and δ2 P pZ ¨ wq˚ such that
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γ “ pδ1, δ2q. As γ is a p1, 1q´class, we even have that δ1 has to be a p1, 1q´class
in pvKq˚. As pδ1, wq “ 0, it follows that δ2 “ w{2, so that δ1 R vK. Now, recall
that vK has index 2 in pvKq˚: it follows that β1 :“ 2δ1 P pvKq1,1Z is not divisible
by 2 in vK, and pβ1, vKq Ď 2Z. If N :“ maxtn P N |β1{N P vKu, then N is odd
and β :“ β1{N P pvKq1,1Z is primitive, and pβ, vKq Ď 2Z. By Proposition 4.1 it
follows that Mv is 2´factorial.

Remark 4.3. We observe that the condition which guarantees that MvpS,Hq
is 2´factorial in Theorem 1.1 is the same one that Mukai shows to imply the
existence of a universal family on MwpS,Hq (see [15]).

From Theorem 1.1 it is easy to produce examples of OLS-triples pS, v,Hq
such that MvpS,Hq is locally factorial:

Example 4.4. Let n,m P Z, and S be a K3 surface with PicpSq “ Z, such that
there is ξ P PicpSq with ξ2 “ 2 ` 2nm. Then the Mukai vector w :“ pn, ξ,mq
is such that w2 “ 2, hence it is primitive. Moreover, as PicpSq “ Z, then for
every ζ P PicpSq we have ξ ¨ ζ P 2Z: it follows that M2w is locally factorial if
n,m P 2Z.

If one between m and n is odd, then M2w is 2´factorial. Indeed, suppose
that m is odd: as w2 “ 2 then m has to be prime with ξ2. It follows that there
are h, k P Z such that pp0, hξ, kq, wq “ 1, and Theorem 1.1 implies that M2w is
2´factorial.

4.2 The proof of Theorem 1.2

This section is devoted to the study of the factoriality properties of MvpS,Hq
and KvpS,Hq for every OLS-triple pS, v,Hq where S is abelian. More precisely,
we prove

Theorem 1.2. Let pS, v,Hq be an OLS-triple such that S is an abelian surface.

Then MvpS,Hq and KvpS,Hq are 2´factorial.

Before starting the proof, we introduce here some notations which will be
useful in the following, namely the commutative diagrams:

Ks
v

i0
vÝÑ Kv

js
v

Ó Ójv

M s
v

ivÝÑ Mv

and
Ks

v

ri0
vÝÑ rKv

js
v

Ó Órjv

M s
v

rivÝÑ ĂMv

(3)

where iv, i
0
v, jv, j

s
v,

rjv are the inclusions, and where riv (resp. ri0v) is the compo-
sition of pπ´1

v q|Ms
v
(resp. pπ´1

v q|Ks
v
) with the inclusion of π´1

v pM s
v q (resp. of

π´1
v pKs

vq) in ĂMv (resp. rKv). Moreover, we let rE be the exceptional divisor of

πv : ĂMv ÝÑ Mv. Notice that rj˚
v p rEq “ rΣv.

4.2.1 The 2´factoriality of KvpS,Hq

We begin by proving that KvpS,Hq is 2´factorial, showing then the first half of
Theorem 1.2. The proof of the 2´factoriality of KvpS,Hq is similar to the one
of Proposition 4.1. Moreover, here we want to stress the role of the line bundle
Av P Picp rKvq such that Ab2

v “ OprΣvq (see Remark 3.5).
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Proposition 4.5. Let pS, v,Hq be an OLS-triple such that S is an abelian

surface. Then KvpS,Hq is 2´factorial, and PicpKs
vq{PicpKvq is generated by

the class of pri0vq˚pAvq.

Proof. As rKv is simply connected, we have Picp rKvq “ H2p rKv,Zq X H1,1p rKvq.
By point 2 of Theorem 3.4 we have then

Picp rKvq “ fvppvKq1,1Z ‘K Z ¨Aq.

Now, we have an exact sequence

0 ÝÑ Z
ι

ÝÑ Picp rKvq
r

ÝÑ PicpKs
vq ÝÑ 0,

where ιp1q :“ OprΣvq and r is the restriction morphism. From this exact sequence

and the fact that c1pOprΣvqq “ fvp2Aq, it follows that

PicpKs
vq “ Picp rKvq{Z ¨ OprΣvq “ fvppvKq1,1Z ‘K Z ¨Aq{Z ¨ fvp2Aq.

Since the complement of Ks
v in Kv has codimension 2, we have A1pKvq “

PicpKs
vq. Moreover, by point 2 of Corollary 2.7 we have PicpKvq “ NvppvKq1,1Z q,

hence π˚
v pPicpKvqq “ fvppvKq1,1Z q. Therefore

A1pKvq{PicpKvq “ Picp rKvq{pfvppvKq1,1Z q ‘K Z ¨ fvp2Aqq »

» ppvKq1,1Z ‘K Z ¨Aq{ppvKq1,1Z ‘K Z ¨ 2Aq » Z{2Z,

and the generator is the class of pri0vq˚Av.

4.2.2 The 2´factoriality of MvpS,Hq

By Proposition 4.5, to complete the proof of Theorem 1.2 it only remains to show
that MvpS,Hq is 2´factorial for every OLS-triple pS, v,Hq where S is abelian.
First, by using Proposition 4.5 we show that the moduli spaceMvpS,Hq is either
locally factorial or 2´factorial.

Proposition 4.6. Let pS, v,Hq be an OLS-triple such that S is an abelian

surface. Then MvpS,Hq is either locally factorial or 2´factorial.

Proof. We have a finite étale cover

Kv ˆ pS ˆ pSq ÝÑ Mv, pF , p, Lq ÞÑ t˚pF b L,

where tp : S ÝÑ S is the translation by p. We use the following general fact in
commutative algebra: if A and B are two Noetherian local rings and f : A ÝÑ B

is a morphism of local rings giving to B the structure of a flat A´module, then
the natural morphism ClpAq ÝÑ ClpBq is injective (see Proposition 21.13.12

of EGA IV). Applying this to our situation, we see that if Kv ˆ pS ˆ pSq is
2´factorial, then Mv is either locally factorial or 2´factorial.

We are then left with showing that Kv ˆ pS ˆ pSq is 2´factorial. By Remark
5.3 of [3] we have that

A1pKv ˆ pS ˆ pSqq “ A1pKvq ˆA1pS ˆ pSq ˆHompAlbpKvq, P pS ˆ pSqq,
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where AlbpKvq is the Albanese variety of the singular variety Kv, and P pSˆ pSq

is the Picard variety of S ˆ pS. Notice that as rKv is irreducible symplectic by
point 2 of Theorem 2.5, we have that Albp rKvq is trivial, so that AlbpKvq is
trivial, and

A1pKv ˆ pS ˆ pSqq “ A1pKvq ˆA1pS ˆ pSq.

We have a similar description of the Picard group of Kv ˆ pS ˆ pSq

PicpKv ˆ pS ˆ pSqq “ PicpKvq ˆ PicpS ˆ pSq ˆHompAlbpKvq, P pS ˆ pSqq “

“ PicpKvq ˆ PicpS ˆ pSq.

As S ˆ pS is smooth, we have that A1pS ˆ pSq “ PicpS ˆ pSq. It follows that

A1pKv ˆ pS ˆ pSqq{PicpKv ˆ pS ˆ pSqq “ A1pKvq{PicpKvq » Z{2Z

by Proposition 4.5. Hence Kv ˆ pS ˆ pSq is 2´factorial, and we are done.

To conclude the proof of Theorem 1.2, by Proposition 4.6 we have then
just to show that Mv is not locally factorial, i. e. that PicpMvq is strictly

contained in PicpM s
v q. This is true if there is a line bundle L P PicpĂMvq such

that rj˚
v pLq “ Av. Indeed, consider ri˚v pLq P PicpM s

v q: if there was L1 P PicpMvq

such that ri˚v pLq “ i˚v pL1q, then by the commutativity of the diagrams (3) we
would have

pri0vq˚Av “ pri0vq˚rj˚
v pLq “ pi0vq˚j˚

v pL1q.

As j˚
v pL1q P PicpKvq, it would follow that pri0vq˚Av is trivial in PicpK

s
vq{PicpKvq,

which is not possible from Proposition 4.5.
In conclusion, in order to complete the proof of Theorem 1.2 it is sufficient

to find L P PicpĂMvq which restricts to Av on rKv or, equivalently, it is sufficient

to find a line bundle on PicpĂMvq whose restriction to rKv is OprΣvq, and whose

first Chern class is divisible by 2 in H2pĂMv,Zq.
The strategy to prove the existence of such a line bundle will be the following:

first, we prove a criterion to determine if for a class α P H2pĂMv,Zq there is

β P H2pĂMv,Zq such that α “ 2β; then we provide a line bundle on ĂMv whose
first Chern class verifies such a criterion.

Criterion for the divisibility in H2pĂMv,Zq. In order to determine if a class

α P H2pĂMv,Zq is divisible by some integer n in H2pĂMv,Zq, we will see that it is

sufficient to show that α is divisible by n when restricted to rKv and to a certain
P1´bundle P Ď ĂMv. The first part of this section is devoted to the construction
of such a P1´bundle.

Let F P Mw, so that F is an H´stable sheaf of S with Mukai vector w.
Moreover, we consider the following morphisms: we write π1 and π2 for the two
natural projections of S ˆ S, and pij for the projection of S ˆ S ˆ pS to the
product of the i´th and of the j´th factors. Finally, consider the morphism

f : S ˆ S ÝÑ S ˆ S, fpp, qq :“ pp` q, qq.

Define
F :“ p˚

12pf˚pπ˚
1F qq b p˚

13P,
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where P is the Poincaré bundle on S ˆ pS. It is easy to see that for every p P S
and L P pS we have that

F|p´1

23
pp,Lq » t˚pF b L,

where
tp : S ÝÑ S, tppqq :“ q ` p

is the translation with p.
Now, recall that as w is primitive and w2 “ 2, then by [16] and [29] the

morphism aw :Mw ÝÑ S ˆ pS is an isomorphism. Let

U :“ pidS ˆ awq˚
F ,

which is an Mw´flat family of coherent sheaves on S ˆ Mw. Moreover, it is a
universal family: indeed, we have a morphism

h : S ˆ pS ÝÑ Mw, hpp, Lq :“ t˚pF b L,

as for every p P S and L P pS the sheaf t˚pF b L is H´stable of Mukai vector
w. This is an isomorphism, as shown in section 1.2 of [28], and U is now easily
seen to be a universal family on S ˆMw.

Now, consider G P Mw and let U 1 :“ U|SˆpMwztGuq. Let q1 and q2 be the
two projections of S ˆ pMwztGuq respectively to S and to MwztGu, and define

V :“ E xt1q2pq˚
1G,U

1q.

This is a locally free sheaf of rank 2, as showed in the following:

Lemma 4.7. The sheaf V is a vector bundle of rank 2 over MwztGu, and for

every H P MwztGu we have VH » Ext1pG,Hq.

Proof. As G and H are two non-isomorphic stable sheaves with Mukai vector w,
we have that χpF,Gq “ ´2 and HompG,Hq “ Ext2pG,Hq “ 0. This implies
that Ext1pG,Hq is a 2´dimensional vector space. By cohomology and base
change, it even follows that V is a vector bundle such that VH » Ext1pG,Hq,
so that the rank of V is 2.

We now let
P :“ PpV q

p
ÝÑ MwztGu,

which is a P1´bundle over MwztGu, and we show that P is contained in ĂMv:

Proposition 4.8. Let pS, v,Hq be an OLS-triple such that S is an abelian

surface. Let

g :MwztGu ÝÑ Mv, gpHq :“ G‘H.

There is an injective morphism t : P ÝÑ ĂMv such that the following diagram

P
t

ÝÑ ĂMv

pÓ Óπv

MwztGu
g

ÝÑ Mv

is commutative.
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Proof. We first produce a tautological family H on SˆP parameterizing exten-
sions of sheaves H P MwztGu by G. In section 2.2 of [20], and in particular in

Proposition 2.2.10, O’Grady gives a modular description of ĂMvzπ´1
v pSingpΣvqq,

where SingpΣvq is the singular locus of Σv: even if this description is proved
for the Mukai vector p2, 0,´2q, it works in our general setting. Using such a
modular description, the tautological family H induces an injective morphism
t : P ÝÑ ĂMv letting the diagram of the statement commute.

To produce the tautological family H , we use the same procedure described
in the Appendix of [21]. More precisely, we have the following commutative
diagram

S
r1ÐÝ S ˆ P

r2ÝÑ P

idSÓ idSˆpÓ Óp

S
q1ÐÝ S ˆ pMwztGuq

q2ÝÑ MwztGu

and if T is the tautological bundle of P, then there is a canonical injective
morphism s : T ÝÑ p˚V . Notice that

p˚
V “ p˚

E xt1q2pq˚
1G,U

1q “ E xt1r2pr˚
1G, pidS ˆ pq˚

U
1q.

The morphism s defines then an element

σ P H0pP, E xt1r2pr˚
1G b r˚

2T , pidS ˆ pq˚
U

1qq.

Using the spectral sequence associated with the composition of functors, we
have and exact sequence

Ext1pr˚
1Gbr˚

2 T , pidSˆpq˚
U

1q ÝÑ H0pP, E xt1r2pr˚
1Gbr˚

2 T , pidSˆpq˚
U

1qq ÝÑ

ÝÑ H2pP,H omr2pr˚
1G b r˚

2T , pidS ˆ pq˚
U

1qq.

Now, recall that for every F P MwztGu we haveHompG,F q “ 0. It follows from
this that H omr2pr˚

1
G b r˚

2
T , pidS ˆ pq˚U 1q “ 0, so that σ lifts to an element

σ1 P Ext1pr˚
1
G b r˚

2
T , pidS ˆ pq˚U 1q, corresponding to an exact sequence

0 ÝÑ pidS ˆ pq˚
U

1 ÝÑ H ÝÑ r˚
1G b r˚

2T ÝÑ 0.

The family H is the one we are looking for, as for every Q P P, restricting H

to p´1pQq we get the extension parameterized by Q.

We now state and prove the criterion for divisibility of classes in H2pĂMv,Zq:

Proposition 4.9. Let α P H2pĂMv,Zq and n P N. There is β P H2pĂMv,Zq such

that α “ nβ if and only if there are β1 P H2p rKv,Zq and β2 P H2pP,Zq such that
rj˚
vα “ nβ1 and t˚α “ nβ2.

Proof. It is immediate to see that if α “ nβ for some β P H2pĂMv,Zq, then
rj˚
vα “ nrj˚

v β, where rj˚
v β P H2p rKv,Zq, and similarly for the restriction to P.

We now show that if α P H2pĂMv,Zq is such that there are β1 P H2p rKv,Zq

and β2 P H2pP,Zq such that rj˚
vα “ nβ1 and t˚α “ nβ2, then there is a class

β P H2pĂMv,Zq such that α “ nβ. To do so, it is sufficient to show that there

is a basis B “ tγ1, ..., γru of H2pĂMv,Zq{tors such that α ¨ γi P nZ for every
i “ 1, ..., r. The following Lemma allows us to construct such a basis B.
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Lemma 4.10. Let pS, v,Hq be an OLS-triple such that S is an abelian surface.

Let B1 “ tγ1, ..., γ8u be a basis of H2p rKv,Zq{tors and B2 “ tδ1, ..., δ28u a set

of independent elements of H2pĂMv,Zq such that trav˚δ1, ...,rav˚δ28u is a basis of

H2pS ˆ pS,Zq. Then B :“ rjv˚pB1q YB2 is a basis of H2pĂMv,Zq{tors.

Proof. To prove that B is a basis of H2pĂMv,Zq{tors we construct a basis of

H2pĂMv,Zq, and we show that the determinant of the evaluation matrix is 1 or

´1. Consider the Leray spectral sequence associated to rav : ĂMv ÝÑ S ˆ pS,
which is

E
p,q
2

“ HppS ˆ pS,Rqrav˚Zq ùñ Hp`qpĂMv,Zq. (4)

Notice that R1rav˚Z “ 0 as the fibers of rav are irreducible symplectic manifolds.
It follows that Ep,1

2
“ 0 for every p, and that

ra˚
v : H2pS ˆ pS,Zq ÝÑ H2pĂMv,Zq

is injective. Moreover, we have that E0,2
2

“ H0pSˆ pS,R2rav˚Zq is the saturated

submodule of H2p rKv,Zq given by all the classes which are invariant under mon-
odromy.

We show that all the classes of H2p rKv,Zq are invariant under monodromy,

so that E0,2
2

“ H2p rKv,Zq. Indeed, suppose that α P π˚
v pH2pKv,Zqq, and

write α “ π˚
vα

1 for some α1 P H2pKv,Zq: by point 2 of Theorem 2.5 we know
that νv : vK ÝÑ H2pKv,Zq is an isomorphism, and as recalled in Remark
2.6 we have a morphism λv : vK ÝÑ H2pMv,Zq such that νv “ j˚

v ˝ λv. It
follows that the morphism j˚

v : H2pMv,Zq ÝÑ H2pKv,Zq is surjective, hence

there is α2 P H2pMv,Zq such that α1 “ j˚
v pα2q. Then α “ rj˚

v pπ˚
v pα2qq, and

π˚
v pH2pKv,Zqq Ď E

0,2
2

.

Now, by point 2 of Theorem 3.4 we know that H2p rKv,Zq is generated by

the pull-back of H2pKv,Zq and by c1pAvq, where Av P Picp rKvq is such that

Ab2
v “ OprΣvq. Now, notice that c1prΣvq “ rj˚

v pc1p rEqq, so that c1prΣvq P E0,2
2

. As

E
0,2
2

is a saturated submodule of H2p rKv,Zq, it follows that c1pAvq P E
0,2
2

. In

conclusion, we have E0,2
2

“ H2p rKv,Zq.
Consider now the Leray spectral sequence

HppS ˆ pS,Rqrav˚Qq ùñ Hp`qpĂMv,Qq,

which degenerates by Deligne’s Theorem. We have then an exact sequence

0 ÝÑ H2pS ˆ pS,Qq ÝÑ H2pĂMv,Qq ÝÑ H2p rKv,Qq ÝÑ 0,

so that b2pĂMvq “ b2pS ˆ pSq ` b2p rKvq “ 36. Now, the Leray spectral sequence
(4) gives us an exact sequence

0 ÝÑ H2pS ˆ pS,Zq
ra˚
vÝÑ H2pĂMv,Zq

rj˚
vÝÑ H2p rKv,Zq ÝÑ H3pS ˆ pS,Zq.

As b2pĂMvq “ b2pS ˆ pSq ` b2p rKvq, it follows that the image of the morphism

H2p rKv,Zq ÝÑ H3pS ˆ pS,Zq is contained in the torsion part of H3pS ˆ pS,Zq,
which is surely trivial.

We finally get an exact sequence

0 ÝÑ H2pS ˆ pS,Zq
ra˚
vÝÑ H2pĂMv,Zq

rj˚
vÝÑ H2p rKv,Zq ÝÑ 0.
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It follows that there is a set tζ1, ..., ζ8u of elements of H2pĂMv,Zq which restricts

to a basis of H2p rKv,Zq, and if tξ1, ..., ξ28u is a basis of H2pS ˆ pS,Zq then the

set B1 :“ tra˚
vξ1, ...,ra˚

vξ28, ζ1, ..., ζ8u is a basis of H2pĂMv,Zq.

To show that B is a basis for H2pĂMv,Zq{tors, we show that the evaluation
matrix M (whose entries are the evaluations of the elements of B1 on those
of B) has determinant 1 or ´1. Notice that M has four blocks, which are
M1 :“ rζipγjqs, M2 “ rζipδjqs, M3 “ rra˚

vξipγjqs and M4 “ rra˚
vξipδjqs. By

definition, we have |detpM1q| “ |detpM4q| “ 1, andM3 “ 0, so that in conclusion
|detpMq| “ 1, and we are done.

We now conclude the proof of Proposition 4.9. We construct a basis B of
H2pĂMv,Zq{tors as in the statement of Lemma 4.10, and such that αpBq Ď nZ.

Let tγ1, ..., γ8u be a basis of H2p rKv,Zq{tors: as rj˚
vα “ nβ1 for β1 P H2p rKv,Zq

it follows that
αprjv˚γiq “ rj˚

v αpγiq “ nβ1pγiq P nZ

for i “ 1, ..., 8. It remains to find tδ1, ..., δ28u Ď H2pĂMv,Zq which surjects onto

a basis of H2pS ˆ pS,Zq, and such that αpδiq P nZ for i “ 1, ..., 28.
To do so, notice that we have a commutative diagram

P
t

ÝÑ ĂMv

pÓ Órav

MwztGu
awÝÑ S ˆ pS

(5)

where by abuse of notation we write aw for the restriction to MwztGu of the

isomorphism aw :Mw ÝÑ Sˆ pS. Since P is the projectivized of a rank 2 vector
bundle V , from the Leray spectral sequence of the fibration p the morphism
p˚ : H2pMwztGu,Zq ÝÑ H2pP,Zq is a saturated inclusion. It follows that

p˚ : H2pP,Zq ÝÑ H2pMwztGu,Zq

is surjective. Let tδ1
1, ..., δ

1
28u be a set of elements ofH2pP,Zq which surjects onto

a basis of H2pMwztGu,Zq, and let δi :“ t˚δ
1
i for i “ 1, ..., 28. As aw induces an

isomorphism between H2pMwztGu,Zq and H2pSˆ pS,Zq, by the commutativity

of the diagram (5) we then see that tδ1, ..., δ28u is a set of elements of H2pĂMv,Zq

which surjects onto a basis of H2pS ˆ pS,Zq. Moreover, as t˚α “ nβ2 for some
β2 P H2pP,Zq, we then have

αpδiq “ t˚αpδ1
iq “ nβ2pδ1

iq P nZ,

and we are done.

Remark 4.11. In the proof of Lemma 4.10 we showed that b2pĂMvq “ 36, and

that H2pĂMv,Zq is a free Z´module.

Conclusion of the proof of Theorem 1.2. We are now ready to prove the
remaining part of Theorem 1.2, which is the following:

Proposition 4.12. Let pS, v,Hq be an OLS-triple such that S is an abelian

surface. Then MvpS,Hq is 2´factorial.
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Proof. In order to prove the statement, by Proposition 4.6 we just need to show
that PicpMvq is strictly contained in PicpM s

v q. This is the case if there is a

line bundle on ĂMv whose restriction to rKv is Av. We show that it exists by
presenting a line bundle L P PicpĂMvq whose restriction to rKv is OprΣvq, and

such that there is β P H2pĂMv,Zq such that c1pLq “ 2β.
First of all, recall that we defined a rank 2 vector bundle V onMwztGu such

that P “ PpV q. As aw : MwztGu ÝÑ S ˆ pS is an open embedding, there is a

line bundle L P PicpS ˆ pSq such that a˚
wpL q “ detpV q.

We define L :“ rE ` ra˚
v pL q: notice that

rj˚
v pLq “ rj˚

v p rEq “ OprΣvq.

By Proposition 4.9, it is then sufficient to show that rj˚
v pLq and t˚pLq admit

square roots in Picp rKvq and PicpPq respectively. We already know that rj˚
v pLq “

Ab2
v , hence it remains to show that t˚pLq admits a square root in PicpPq.
Now, by adjunction

t˚p rEq “ KP{MwztGu,

the relative canonical divisor of the P1´fibration p : P ÝÑ MwztGu. By the
Euler exact sequence, as P “ PpV q and V is a rank 2 vector bundle over
MwztGu, we have that

KP{MwztGu “ OPp2q ´ p˚detpV q.

Using the commutativity of the diagram (5), this implies that

t˚pLq “ t˚p rEq ` t˚pra˚
v pL qq “ KP{MwztGu ` p˚detpV q “ OPp2q.

Hence OPp1q is a square root of t˚pLq in PicpPq.

5 Appendix

In this paper we studied the index of factoriality of KvpS,Hq for an OLS-triple
pS, v,Hq where S is abelian. It seems natural to us to provide a complete
description of the index of factoriality of KvpS,Hq: this is the main motivation
for this Appendix. Before starting, we recall some general facts aboutKvpS,Hq:

first, KvpS,Hq is the fiber over p0,OSq of the morphism av :MvpS,Hq ÝÑ Sˆ pS
we defined in the introduction. If v2 ą 0, then this map is dominant, it is an
isotrivial fibration, and there is a finite étale morphism

τ : Kv ˆ S ˆ pS ÝÑ Mv, τpF, p, Lq :“ t˚p pF q b L,

where tp : S ÝÑ S is the translation via p.

Remark 5.1. If v2 ą 0, then KvpS,Hq is normal and irreducible. The normal-
ity of Kv follows from the normality of Mv (see Theorem 4.4 of [11]) and from
the finite étale cover τ . The irreducibility is a consequence of the irreducibil-
ity of Mv and of the one of Kw. Indeed, as Kv is normal, to show that it is
irreducible it is sufficient to show that it is connected.

Now, let E P Kv: there are E
1
0 P Mw and an irreducible curve D1 Ď Mv pass-

ing through pE1
0q‘m and E, asMv is irreducible (by Theorem 4.4 of [11]). LetD2
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be an irreducible component of the curve τ´1pD1q passing through pE, 0,OSq.

Moreover, let p1 : Kv ˆSˆ pS ÝÑ Kv be the projection, and D :“ p1pD2q. This
is an irreducible curve in Kv passing through E and E‘m

0
, where E0 :“ t˚pF0bL

for some F0 P Mw, p P S and L P pS.
In conclusion, in order to show that Kv is connected, it is sufficient to show

that the locus Y of Kv parameterizing direct sums of stable sheaves of Mukai
vector w is connected. Notice that we have a surjective map from the locus
Y 1 Ď Mm

w of m´tuples pF1, ..., Fmq P Mm
w such that

řm
i“1

awpFiq “ p0,OSq to
Y . It is then sufficient to show that Y 1 is connected.

Now, notice that Y 1 is a projective variety. Moreover, let s : pS ˆ pSqm ÝÑ

S ˆ pS be the sum morphism: we have a fibration f : Y 1 ÝÑ s´1p0,OSq with
fibers isomorphic to Km

w . As s´1p0,OSq is irreducible, and Kw are irreducible
by [30], it follows that Y 1 is connected.

The only results we have up to now about the index of factoriality of
KvpS,Hq are the following:

1. if m “ 1, then KvpS,Hq is smooth, and hence locally factorial;

2. if m “ 2 and w2 “ 2, then KvpS,Hq is 2´factorial by Theorem 1.2;

In order to complete the description of the index of factoriality of Kv, we need
to study the two following cases:

1. m ě 2 and w2 “ 0;

2. m “ 2 and w2 ě 4, or m ě 3 and w2 ě 2.

We begin with the index of factoriality when m ě 2 and w2 “ 0. In this case,

the moduli spaceMvpS,Hq is isomorphic toM
pmq
w , them´th symmetric product

of the abelian surface Mw. We have the sum morphism s : M
pmq
w ÝÑ Mw, and

Kv » s´1p0q. Then Kv is 2´factorial, as the following result shows:

Proposition 5.2. Let S be an abelian surface, n P N. Let s : Spn`1q ÝÑ
S be the sum morphism, and Kn

singpSq :“ s´1p0q. The variety Kn
singpSq is

2´factorial.

Proof. Let ρn`1 : Hilbn`1pSq ÝÑ Spn`1q be the Hilbert-Chow morphism, and
KnpSq :“ ρ´1

n`1
pKn

singpSqq: if n “ 1, it is the Kummer surface associated to S;
if n ě 2, it is a generalized Kummer variety of dimension 2n.

Let us first show that Kn
singpSq is 2´factorial if n ě 2. By abuse of notation,

we still write ρn`1 : KnpSq ÝÑ Kn
singpSq. Let E be the exceptional divisor of

ρn`1 on KnpSq, and A P PicpKnpSqq be such that Ab2 “ OpEq.
Lemma 2.1 of [28] and Proposition 8 of [1] show that we have an equality

H2pKnpSq,Zq “ jpH2pS,Zqq ‘ Z ¨ A, where j : H2pS,Zq ÝÑ H2pKnpSq,Zq is
an injective morphism. It follows that

PicpKnpSqq “ jpNSpSqq ‘ Z ¨ A.

The morphism j works as follows (see the proof of Proposition 8 of [1]): let
β P NSpSq, and let pi : Sn`1 ÝÑ S be the projection to the i´th factor.

Consider the class β1 :“
řn`1

i“1
p˚
i β P H2pSn`1,Zq. By Lemma 6.1 of [8] there

is L P PicpSpn`1qq such that β1 “ q˚c1pLq, where q : Sn`1 ÝÑ Spn`1q is
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the quotient morphism. Let now k : KnpSq ÝÑ Hilbn`1pSq be the inclusion
morphism: then jpβq :“ k˚ρ˚

n`1
pLq.

If h : Kn
singpSq ÝÑ Spn`1q is the inclusion, we then have jpβq “ ρ˚

n`1
h˚pLq,

so that jpNSpSqq “ ρ˚
n`1

pPicpKn
singpSqqq. By the exact sequence

0 ÝÑ Z
ι

ÝÑ PicpKnpSqq
r

ÝÑ PicpKnpSqzEq ÝÑ 0,

where ιp1q :“ OpEq and r is the restriction morphism, we get

PicpKnpSqzEq “ PicpKnpSqq{Z ¨ OpEq “ jpNSpSqq ‘ Z{2Z ¨ A.

By Remark 2.1 we have A1pKn
singpSqq “ PicpKnpSqzEq, so that

A1pKn
singpSqq{PicpKn

singpSqq “ pjpNSpSqq ‘ Z{2Z ¨Aq{jpNSpSqq » Z{2Z,

and the 2´factoriality of Kn
singpSq is shown.

There is still the case ofK1pSq, which is the Kummer surface associated to S,
and K1

singpSq is the singular Kummer surface. The 2´factoriality of K1
singpSq

can be proved either by using an argument similar to the one we used here
(where one replaces the irreducible divisor E by the 16 nodal curves), or by
recalling that K1

singpSq is the quotient of S by the action of ´1: we leave the
details to the reader.

We are left with the determination of the index of factoriality of KvpS,Hq
for v “ mw, where either m “ 2 and w2 ě 4, or m ě 3 and w2 ě 2. We
show that KvpS,Hq is locally factorial in this case, by strictly following the
argument used by Kaledin, Lehn and Sorger in [11] to prove the local factoriality
ofMvpS,Hq under the same hypothesis. Before proving the Proposition, we give
the following definition:

Definition 5.1. Let F and F 1 be two H´polystable sheaves on S with Mukai

vector v “ mw. Write F “
Às

i“1
F‘mi

i and F 1 “
Às1

i“1
pF 1

i q‘m1
i , where Fi

(resp. F 1
j) is H´stable and Fi fi Fk (resp. F 1

i fi F 1
k) for every i, k “ 1, ..., s

(resp. j, k “ 1, ..., s1). We say that F and F 1 have the same polystable structure

if s “ s1, vpFiq “ vpF 1
i q and mi “ m1

i for every i “ 1, ..., s.

We now prove the local factoriality of Kv:

Proposition 5.3. Let S be an abelian surface, v “ mw a Mukai vector and H

a v´generic polarization on S. Suppose either that m “ 2 and w2 ě 4, or that

m ě 3 and w2 ě 2. Then KvpS,Hq is locally factorial.

Proof. We recall some elements of the construction of Mv. First, there are
k,N P N such that every H´semistable sheaf of Mukai vector v is quotient of
H :“ OSp´kHq‘N . Let Qv be the Quot scheme parameterizing quotients of
H with Mukai vector v, and let Rv Ď Qv be the open subset parameterizing
H´semistable quotients. The group PGLpNq acts on Rv, and the quotient is
Mv: let p : Rv ÝÑ Mv be the quotient morphism, and let R0

v :“ p´1pKvq.
As a first step, following [11] we show that R0

v is locally factorial by showing
that it is locally complete intersection (we will write l.c.i. in the following) and
regular in codimension 3, i. e. R0

v has the property (R3).
By [11] we know that Rv is l.c.i. As R0

v “ p´1pa´1
v p0,OSqq, and p0,OSq is a

smooth point in S ˆ pS, it follows that R0
v is l.c.i.
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We now show that R0
v has the property (R3) by showing that its singular

locus has codimension at least 4. Now, let F be an H´semistable sheaf with
Mukai vector v on S, and consider a family F on SˆS ˆ pS such that for every
pp, Lq P S ˆ pS we have F|p´1

23
pp,Lq “ t˚p pF q b L, as constructed in section 4.2.2.

This family induces a modular morphism

f : S ˆ pS ÝÑ Mv,

such that av ˝ f : S ˆ pS ÝÑ S ˆ pS is étale by section 1.2 of [28]. The sheaf

H omp23
pp˚

1
H ,F q is a vector bundle on S ˆ pS, and let

π : PpH omp23
pp˚

1H ,F qq ÝÑ S ˆ pS

be the associated projective bundle. Let U Ď PpH omp23
pp˚

1
H ,F qq be the

open subset parameterizing surjective morphisms: there is a natural injective
morphism g : U ÝÑ Rv such that the following diagram is commutative

U
g

ÝÑ Rv

πÓ Óp

S ˆ pS f
ÝÑ Mv

Let rq : H ÝÑ Es P U be a quotient of H . The morphism

drqsπ : TrqsU ÝÑ TπprqsqpS ˆ pSq

is surjective: it follows that

drqspaw ˝ pq : TrqsRv ÝÑ TawpEqpS ˆ pSq

is surjective. This implies that if rqs is a smooth point of Rv which lies in R0
v,

then rqs is a smooth point of R0
v. As a consequence, the singular locus SingpR0

vq
of R0

v is contained in the singular locus SingpRvq of Rv.
Now, Rv is regular in codimension 3 by [11]. Moreover, if rF s P Mv is a

polystable sheaf, the dimension of SingpRvq X p´1prF sq depends only on the

polystable structure of F . Similarily, if pp, Lq P S ˆ pS, then the dimension
of the locus of the polystable sheaves in a´1

v pp, Lq having the same polystable
structure does not depend on pp, Lq. As SingpR0

vq Ď SingpRvq, it follows that
R0

v is regular in codimension 3.
As R0

v is locally complete intersection and regular in codimension 3, by
Corollaire 3.14 of Exposé XI in [9] we have that R0

v is locally factorial. As
remarked in [11], this allows us to apply Théorème A of [6] to show that Kv is
locally factorial: Kv is the quotient of R0

v by the action of PGLpNq, hence Kv

is locally factorial at a point E P KvzKs
v if and only if the isotropy subgroup

PAutpEq of any point rqs in the closed orbit p´1pEq Ď R0
v acts trivially on

the fiber Lrqs for every PGLpNq´linearized line bundle L on an invariant open
neighbourhood of the orbit of rqs.

First, consider a point E‘m
0

P Kv for some E0 P Mw. The isotropy subgroup
of any point rqs P p´1pE‘m

0
q is PGLpmq, and hence has no non-trivial characters

(see Corollary 5.2 in [11]). The point E‘m
0

is then locally factorial.
Let now E “

Às
i“1

E‘ni

i P Kv, where Ei is stable, vpEiq “ miw for some
mi P N, and m “

řs

i“1
mini. Let rqs P p´1pEq, and as E P Kv we have
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rqs P R0
v. Consider the moduli space Mmiw for i “ 1, ..., s: as every sheaf

F P Mmiw is H´semistable, there is an integer Ni P N such that F is quotient
of Hi :“ OSp´kHq‘Ni . We suppose that every sheaf parameterized by Mv

is quotient of H “
Às

i“1
H

‘ni

i . We let Qmiw be the Quot scheme param-
eterizing quotients of Hi, and Rmiw the open subset of Qmiw parameterizing
H´semistable quotients. Now, consider the morphism

Φ :
sź

i“1

Rmiw ÝÑ Rv, Φprq1s, ..., rqssq :“

„
sà

i“1

q‘ni

i


.

As shown in [11], Mmiw and Rmiw are irreducible. It follows that the image Z
of the morphism Φ is irreducible. By definition, we have that rqs P Z.

Now, consider the group G :“ p
śs

i“1
GLpniqq{C˚ Ď PGLpNq. This group

fixes Z X R0
v pointwise, and it is the stabilizer of rqs. Moreover, if L is any

PGLpNq´linearized line bundle on R0
v, then G acts on LZXR0

v
via a locally

constant character.
We claim that there is a connected curve C Ď Z X R0

v passing through rqs
and through a point rq1s P p´1pE‘m

0
q for some E‘m

0
P Kv. Once this claim is

proved, we conclude the proof: as C is connected, the action of G on L|C is via
a constant character. As G is contained in the stabilizer of rq1s, its action on
Lrq1s has to be trivial: this implies that the action of G on Lrqs is trivial, and
we are done by Théorème A of [6].

We are left with the proof of the claim. Consider the morphism

h :
sź

i“1

Mmiw ÝÑ Mv, hpF1, ..., Fsq :“
sà

i“1

F‘ni

i ,

and the commutative diagram

śs

i“1
Rmiw

Φ
ÝÑ Rv

gÓ Ópśs
i“1

Mmiw
h

ÝÑ Mv

Let Q “ prq1s, ..., rqssq P
śs

i“1
Rmiw be such that ΦpQq “ rqs.

First, following the same construction as in Remark 5.1, there is an irre-
ducible curve D Ď Kv passing through E and a point E‘m

0
P Kv for some

E0 P Mw: this is constructed as p1pτ´1pD2qq, where p1 : Kv ˆ S ˆ pS ÝÑ Kv

is the projection, and D2 is an irreducible component of τ´1pD1q for some ir-
reducible curve passing through E and a point pE1

0qm P Mv. Notice that as τ
preserves the polystable structure, then D is contained in the image of h.

Now, let rq1s P p´1pE‘m
0

q. As D is contained in the image of h, and h is étale
on its image on a neighbourhood of gpQq, there is an irreducible component D1

of h´1pDq passing through gpQq and a point of h´1pE‘m
0

q. Moreover, D1 is the
quotient of g´1pD1q by a connected group: as D1 is connected, it follows that
g´1pD1q is connected. There is then a connected curve D2 Ď g´1pD1q passing
through Q and a point of Φ´1prq1sq. We finally define C :“ ΦpD2q: this is a
connected curve contained in Z X R0

v, which passes through rqs and rq1s. This
concludes the proof of the claim.
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